DIRECTIONS TO RIVERBEND FARM EAST BANK (ROBERTSON SIDE):
FROM WORCESTER:
1. From Worcester, take the Main Worcester – Robertson road out of Worcester –
the R60
2. 30km down the R60, you will pass Le Roux & Fourie wines and Afrimat on
your left!
3. Continue past the lime works for 1km and look out for the next turning to your
right – sign posted: “BONCAP / MILSTREAM FARM” on a brown sign and
“EILANDIA” on a green sign (If you get to Rooiberg winery on your left, you
have missed the turning!)
4. Turn right onto this dirt road (BONCAP/EILANDIA)
5. Drive approx. 6km along this dirt road until you reach a clearly marked farm
“BONCAP” on your left.
6. Turn left at BONCAP. DO NOT DRIVE PAST BON CAP. Turn left and
continue along this dirt road approximately 3.3km, passing through a number
of farms.
7. You will pass “Alexia”; “Vergelegen”; then “Zoetigheid”; “Olive Hill”;
“Riverscape” and then you will reach us at Riverbend farm.
8. Pass through Riverbend entrance with olive trees on either side, until you
reach a four ways crossing. Here you will see a sign which will direct you to
your cottage.
*******************************************************
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Drive out of Robertson on the R60 heading towards Worcester.
Continue, passing Graham Beck wine farm on your left.
Pass Rooiberg Cellar on your right. There is a big red chair outside.
Approximately 1km after Rooiberg, turn left onto a dirt road marked
“EILANDIA”
Drive approx. 6km along this dirt road until you reach a clearly marked farm
“BONCAP” on your left.
Turn left at BONCAP. DO NOT DRIVE PAST BON CAP. Turn left and
continue along this dirt road approximately 3.3km, passing through a number
of farms.
You will pass “Alexia”; “Vergelegen”; then “Zoetigheid”; “Olive Hill”;
“Riverscape” and then you will reach us at Riverbend farm.
Pass through Riverbend entrance with olive trees on either side, until you
reach a four ways crossing. Here you will see a sign which will direct you to
your cottage.

Call me if you need help – 082 927 9763

